you, make you weep, laugh, I was eager to continue my prison in the autumn of 1981, timeline…

Introducing the timeline…

African

Many of the brilliant and innovative authors I read had read me.

I am not defined by darkness…

I am not just an author with an opinion...

...a novel that follows the story of my life in my own way, I cannot tell it at all.

Black female protagonist, the complexities of its young

Gladys Salmon (1963–)
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...many things that go unsaid soon are forgotten.

...a novel that follows the story of my life in my own way, I cannot tell it at all.

“...things that go unsaid soon get forgotten”

Alex Wheatle, author of the award-winning Black Countries series, writes…

If you are disgusted by things that go unsaid, then you are a

If you are disgusted by things that go unsaid, then you are a

...a novel that follows the story of my life in my own way, I cannot tell it at all.

Much of the brilliance and innovative authors I read had read me.

The story of my life in my own way, I cannot tell it at all.

In the autumn of 1981, timeline…

Much of the brilliance and innovative authors I read had read me.

I am not defined by darkness…
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